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For pre-matured baby’s weak and frail body, it helps. 
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Because of injury, a part of my spine is synthetic, and have an interverbra disc 

in the lumbar region. Towards the end of last year, had another injury, and leading 
to both knees have soft bone symptoms. Lived in Japan, due to the local custom, it 
is considered impolite to pass flatus. However, after the chakras opened, passing 
flatus very often, when the abdomen feel uncomfortable, sitting quietly and doing 
exercises, would pass a lot of flatus. In addition, all the old wounds feel prickly 
pain; all the excretions were hot and very smelly. 

The first day of the primary course completed, and help people with 
adjustments, because of my work condition, the practice guinea pig would be my 
students. The followings are a few representing examples: After I completed the 
primary course, I was teacher, half way through the lesson, a student felt unwell, so 
I made use of the 15 minutes time helped him with adjustments. He had flu, with 
nasal congestion, whole body was painful, it was in March, the weather was still 
cold, but he was sweating a lot. After the adjustments, the unwell feeling 
disappeared, at that moment all the other students were praising happily. They did 
not chi Kung was able to help people, now they believed, because of that some 
students already enrolled to learn. 

I have a Japanese friend, had a car accident when he was young, the 
complications from the injury had been troubling him. Therefore, I invited him to 
come to Taiwan, brought him to the treatment centre, so lucky that day teacher Lin 
was there. Thanks to teacher Lin’s guidance, together with the volunteers and me, 
we applied adjustments to this Japanese friend. Not only my learning has advanced, 
this Japanese friend also got many improvements in his condition. Teacher Lin 
reminded this Japanese friend he should have more adjustments to his neck and 
back, because time was limited, this friend would only be in Taiwan for 3 days. 
Lately asked him about his condition, he said that since he had the treatment, the 
pain is not as he had before, and between March to May during this period, did not 
have severe pain. 

Another student who is 29 years of age looks rather healthy from appearance, 


